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Abstract

We show in some selected applications, the effect of parametriza-
tion in the accuracy of asymptotic results based on the normality of
the likelihood function. The normality of the likelihood function or
posterior density of interest can be improved by appropriate choice

_. of parametrization. We also use some diagnostic of nonnormality re-
cently proposed by Kass and Slate (1992).
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1 Introduction

The performance of numerical techniques or the accuracy of asymptotical
results based on the limiting normality of maximum likelihood estimators
(see for example, Kass and Slate, 1992) usually could be affected by a choice
of appropriate parametrization. In the Bayesian approach, the integration
methods can be improved by parameter transformation in any of the existing
procedures. For example, using numerical methods (see for example, Naylor
and Smith,'1982) or using approximation methods (see for example, Tierney
and Kadane, 1986).

One important problem to all statisticians is to find an one-to—one trans-
formation from 0 to 4) such that the likelihood function or posterior density
of (15 is better behaved than in the parametrization 0.

Parametrization is a topic of extensive research in the last years. For
example, the orthogonal parametrization, proposed by Cox and Reid (1987);
the parametrization to have “normality” of the likelihood function (see for ex-
ample, Anscombe, 1964; Sprott, 1973, 1980); or the parametrization to have
“normality” of posterior densities (see Kass and Slate, 1992). To improve
the “normality” of the likelihood function, we could consider:

(i) The third derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function locally
in the maximum likelihood estimators are close to zero (see Anscombe,
1964).

(ii) The expected values of the second derivatives of the logarithm of the
likelihood function should be constant (see Sprott, 1973, 1980). In the
Bayesian context, this means a parametrization with a locally uniform
Jeffreys prior density (see for example, Box and Tiao, 1973).

In this paper, we present some selected applications, where the effect
of reparametrization to improve normality of the likelihood function or the
posterior density is evaluated by checking density plots, contours plots (in
two-dimensional problems) or using some diagnostics to nonnormality of like-
lihood functions or posterior densities proposed by Kass and Slate (1992),
especially for "high dimensional problems.
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2 An Useful Reparametrization

First, let us consider the one-parameter case, where we want to find an
one-to~one transformation from 0 to d that yields approximate normality
for the likelihood function. That is, we search for a reparametrization ¢
such that the expected value of the second derivative of the logarithm of the
likelihood function is constant (see Sprott, 1973). With this parametrization
43, we have a constant Fisher information, that is, in the Bayesian context,
we have a lotsally uniform Jeffreys prior density for ¢ (see for example, Box
and Tiao, 1973).

In this one-to-one transformation, we have,

d¢
715 ~ (1)7r(0) or constant

Since the Jeffreys noninformative prior density in the original parametri-
zation 0 is given by

740) ex we)?“ (2)

where I (0) is the Fisher information, we should find (15 by solving the differ-
ential equation

¢o< / {I(9)}"2d0 (3)

In the two-parameter case, we search for an one-to-one transformation
from (01,02) to (¢1,¢2) such that in the parametrization (25, and (152 we have
a constant Fisher information matrix. In the Bayesian context, we have a
locally uniform Jeffreys prior density for d), and (192.

Observe that, in the original parametrization 01 and 02, the Jeflreys prior
density is given by,

”(01,92) 0‘ {det1(01,02)}1/2 (4)

where I (01,02) is the Fisher information matrix.



Therefore, we should search for an one-to-one transformation of (01,02)
to (051, ¢2) SUCh that,

645 645 ms 6¢
{50—1155— — 555-675} 0: constant {det1(01,()2)}1/2 (5)

with E (—%§) = constant ,

025 2

E (—3_<ng) = constant and E (— 6¢61 52152) = constant ,

where 8 is the logarithm of the likelihood function for ¢1 and ¢2 .

In a similar way, we could find a reparametrization in the multiparameter
case, but in general we have great difficulties to solve a similar differential
equation (5) to find an appropriate reparametrization. In practical work, we
usually try different parametrizations and using the diagnostic measures to
nonnormality proposed by Kass and Slate (1992), we could decide by the
best parametrization in any multiparameter model.

3 Some Diagnostic Measures ofNonnormal-
ity

3.1 One-parameter Case

Kass and Slate (1992) proposes some diagnostic measures of nonnor-
mality of posterior densities or likelihood functions, as the standardized
third derivatives (also proposed by Sprott, 1973), interval probabilities or
Kullback—Leibler number. Let us define two of these diagnostics.

(i) Standardized Third Derivatives

To check the nonnormality of the likelihood function in a. parametrization
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0, we could consider the third derivatives of the likelihood function in a
standardized form, given by

STD = lemw), [_£;;(05)]—3/2 (6)

where £(0) isthe logarithm of the likelihood function and 0 is the maximum
likelihood estimator (see Sprott, 1973).

In a similar way, we could substitute 5 by [p in (6)~and 9 by 6I
, where

f, is the logarithm of the posterior density for 0, and 0 is the mode of the
posterior density for 0.

(ii) Kullback—Leibler Number

The Kullback-Leibler measure between the exact and approximate distri-
butions is given by

0/31)’ — 0 fl
7rIiLD _ [1 g ifrW/wl (9/y)d0 (7)

where 7’r(0/y) is the approximate density for 0 derived from the normal ap-
proximation and 7r(0/y) is the exact posterior density of 0. This measure
gives a global assessment of the approximation.

3.2 Multiparameter Case

In the two’parameter case, we usually could check the normality of the
likelihood function or posterior density with the aid of contour plots. In
situations with three or more parameters, we could use third derivatives
summaries for diagnostic of global assessment of normality (see Kass and
Slate, 1992), given by

mfg? = Z
i,j.k,l.m.n

dijkdlmn /(bijbtmbkm)i (8)



Awhere a, = -a2z(§) mafia, , (1.5, = 6340) meager), ,for a mdimen-~
sional parameter Q and the summation are over all indices. Observe that this
measure reduces to the square of the standardized third derivative in the
one-parameter case (6).

In the same way, we could substitute 8 by t, and 5 by 5 in (8), where

I, is the logarithm of the posterior density for 0 and 5 is the mode of the
posterior density.

4 Some Selected Applications

4.1 Reparametrization of the Exponential Distribu-
tion with Type I Censored Data

Let T1, T2, . . . ,T,, be a. random sample of sizebn representing the survival
times of n individuals with an exponential distribution with density

f(t;9) =' if” (9)

where t > 0.

Assuming that the period of followup for the ith individual is limited
to a fixed value L.- , that is, we have type I censoring data, the observed
survival time of the ith individual is t,- = min(T,-, Lg).

Defining 5,- = 0 if t,~ < T,~ (a censored observation) and 6, = 1 if t, = T;

(an observed failure), the likelihood function for 0 is given by '

Leo) = fl .f6'(t;,0)5""(t.~,0) (10)
i:]

where S(t,~,0) = exp(—-t,~/9) is the survival function of the exponential dis
tribution.



That is,

L(0)=0"exp{—Zt,~/9} , (11)
i=1

where r = L, 6, is the observed number of failures.

The Fisher information is given by

z<e>=E{—f;sz}=§ (12)

where Q = EL, (1 — 6—14”) (see for example, Lawless, 1982).

The maximum likelihood estimator for 0 is given by I; = T/r, where T =
ii=1 t,. Usually, we get inferences on 0 based on the asymptotic normality

of a , as N {e}; 1-1(0)}, where m) = Q/OQ.

To improve the accuracy of this asymptotic distribution, we could con-
sider different parametrizations. ForAexample, we could consider the pa.-
rametrization 451 = 04/3 , where (”"(d>1) = 0, £’(¢r) is the logarithm of the
likelihood function and $1 is the maximum likelihood estimator. In this
parametrization, we have,

$1 ft N {mu /gQ} - (13)

Another reparametrization is given by (152 = ln 9. This parametrization is
a variance-stabilizing transformation (see Kass and Slate, 1992; or Achcar,
1990), so that the Jeffreys prior density is uniform on ($2 for uncensored data
(approximate for censored data). In this parametrization, we have

$2 2 N {we-1} (414)

where Q = EL, (l — e‘L‘e—h) .

As a numerical illustration, consider the type I censoring data of table 1.



i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
T,- 2 — 51 — 33 27 14 24 4 —

L,- 8] 72 70 60 41 31 31 30 29 21

Table 1: Type I Censored Data

From table 1, we have r = 7, and T = 2:32, t; = 308i The maximum
likelihood estimator for 0 is 0 = 44.0 and Q = 3:01 (1 -— C-L‘fl) = 6.15 (see

(12)). A 95% approximate confidence interval for 0 is given by (9.3;78.7).
In figure 1, we observe that the normal approximation for the likelihood
function is not appropriate for this data set.

_—EXACT

l\\ l

O 20 40 60 80 100 120

FIGURE 1: LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR 0

Considering the parametrization dz] = 0‘1/3 , thezmaximum likelihood
estimator for qil is given by ¢1 = 0.2833 and an approximate 9570 confidence

8
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interval for ¢1 based on the asymptotical normality of $1 is given by (0.2088;
0.3577). From this, we get an approximate 95% confidence interval for 0
given by (21.8 ; 109.9). We observe a very different confidence interval for 0
in this parametrization. In figure 2, we observe a good normal approximation
for the likelihood function for o] = 0'1/3.

—— EXACT

— - — - NORMAL APPROXIMATION

FIGURE 2: LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR 4151 = 0'1/3

Considering the parametrization ¢2 = ln0 , the maximum likelihood es-
timator for ¢2 is given by ch = 3.7842 and an approximate 9570 confidence
interval for ¢2 is given by (2.9938 ; 4.5745). From this, we get an approxi-
mate 95% confidence interval for 0 given by (19.9622 ; 96.9834). We observe
similar confidence intervals for 0 considering the parametrizations 4251 = 04/3
and 432 = ln 0. In figure 3, we also observe a good normality for the likelihood
function of (fig. = In 0.



—-—- EXACT
- - -— NORMAL APPROXIMATION

FIGURE 3: LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR. ¢2 = ino
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In fact, we can observe that the standardized third derivative of the
logarithm of the likelihood function in the parametrization 052 = ln 0 is small
in comparison with the value in the parametrization 0 (see table 2).

P arametrization STDW0 1.5118

ch = ln 0 0.3780
01 = 04/3 0.0000

Table 2: Standardized Third Derivatives of Log-likelihood Function

4.2 A Reparametrization for the Extreme Value Dis-
tribution

One of the most useful survival models for reliability data is given by
the extreme value distribution for the logarithms of the life times of unitis
submitted to a reliability experiment. This model corresponds to a Weibull
distribution for the survival data.

Considering T a random variable representing the survival time of an
unity, we assume the model,

y=lnT=y+aW (15)

where the error term, W has an extreme value density exp {w — em}, —-00 <
w < 00. In the Weibull form of the model, the random variable T has a
Weibull density with parameters a = e“ and [3 = 1/0.

Usually, inferences are based on the asymptotic normality of the maxi-
mum likelihood estimators for u and a , that cannot be accurate for small
or moderate sample sizes.

Let T1,T2, . . . ,Tn be the survival times of a random sample of size n of
units submitted to a reliability experiment and assume that model (15) is
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appropriate. Thus, the logarithm of the likelihood function for fl and a is
given by

f(u,a) = -—n1na + 2": w, — 2": e‘”'
.

(16)
i=1 €=1

where w,- = (y, — u) /a .

The Fisher information matrix for p and a is given (see for example,
Lawless, 1982) by

fl‘ ;'%(1+¢(1))
1<u,o>= ' (”l

%(1+¢(1)) 81%(1+¢(2)+(¢(2))2)

where Mk) is the digamma function dln T(k)/dk .

To search for an appropriate reparametrization 01 and 02 to get better
joint normality of the likelihood function, we can use (5). Since the Jeffreys
prior for u and a is proportional to 04, —oo < p < oo, o > 0, we search for
a parametrization 01 and 02 such that

E {—62(’ /50§} = constant , E{—32€ /60§} = constant ,

E {—62€ /801302} = constant , and satisfies the differential equation,

fig 392 301 _623 constant
an 60 60 a” =T (18)

For example, considering 01 = Inc, we verify from (18), that 02 is given
by the differential equation,

1 302 _ constant
(19)
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A solution for this equation is given by

02 = lick-+40)

+40)
0'

where c(a) is an arbitrary function of a .

Considering c(a) = a/a , where a is a constant, we have the reparame-
trization 01 = lna and 02 = (p + a)/a. That is, a = e"1 and p = 024301 — a.
The logarithm of the likelihood function for 01 and 02 is given by

L’(01,02) = —-n9, + i w,- - i e‘“ (21)
izl 5:1

where w,- = y. e’91 — 02 + a e'o’ .

Observe that if a = —fi , we have 52 = 0.

As a numerical illustration, consider the data of table 3 representing the
voltage levels at which failures occurred when specimenswere subjected to
an increasing voltage stress in a laboratory experiment. The test involved 20
specimens and the failure voltages T,- were given in Kilovolts per millimeter
(data. in Lawless, 1982, page 189).

32.0 35.4 36.2 39.8 41.2
43.3 45.5 46.0 46.2 46.4
46.5 46.8 47.3 47.3 47.6
49.2 50.4 50.9 52.4 56.3

Table 3: Voltage Levels in Kilovolts/ Millimeter

Assuming that the model (15) is appropriate, the maximum likelihood
estimators for y and a are given by ii = 3.8666 and 3 = 0.1066. The
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third derivatives of the logarithm of the likelihood function (04,0) given
in (16), locally in the maximum likelihood estimates ii and 3 are given by
330013) /afl3 = 1651973, 634013) /6;4230 = 4004439, 836016) /603 =
16166791 and 335023) /6026p = 4213092. We observe large values of the
third derivatives of l’(p,a) locally in ii and 5. In figure 4, we have contour
plots, for the exact likelihood function considering (01,0) = -—1 and for the

normal approximation.

We observe that in this parametrization y and a , the normal approxima-
tion for the likelihood function is not good, and we can get bad inferences,
especially for the scale parameter a (see Achcar, 1991).

‘

p —— EXACT

4‘20_
“ - - --APPROXIMATE

4.00 -

3.80—

3.60“ J 1 0;i l l
o 0.08 0.15 0.24 0.32 0.40

FIGURE 4: CONTOURS OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR
44 AND a (601.0) = —1)

Considering the data dependent reparametrization 91 = Ina and 02 =
(y — 3.90) /o , the maximum likelihood estimators are given by 01 = —2.2389,
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and 52—— 0. From (21), wefind 636 (51,52)/603 = 20. 00, 03€(01,02) /002 60, =
8. 4807, 63451, 52) /603 = 84.4866 and 631x515) mo? 602 = 255647

Considering H0], 02) = —l, we have in figure 5 the contour plots for the
exact likelihood function for 01 and 02, and for the normal approximation.

We observe very good normality for the likelihood function of 0, and 02.

i62=(p-3.9)/O' -—+EXACT

[50‘— "- ""APPROXIMATE

O.50~

‘O.50*—

4.50 I 1 4 1 J 92= In O’

-3.50 “3.00 ‘2.50 “2.00 ‘1.50 “LOO

FIGURE 5: CONTOURS OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR
01 AND 02 (501,02) = —1)

In table 4, we have the values of the standardized third derivatives sum-
maries proposed by Kass and Slate (1992) to diagnostic the global asseSSment
of normality. We observe a good improvement in the joint. normality of the
likelihood function for 01 = Inc and 02 = (p — 3.9) /a.
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Parametrization mfg2
(p, a) 5.1287
(one?) 1.1146

Table 4: Standardized Third Derivatives Summaries in Parameterizations

01,0) and (91,02)

4.3 Reparametrization and Laplace Approximations
for Posterior Moments

Denoting the likelihood function for a parameter 0 by L(&) and the prior
density for 0 by 7r(0), the posterior moment for selected real-valued functions
g(0) is given by

Ema) | data} =W (22)

That is,
h'(9)

E{g(0) 1 data} = 1?ng (23)

where —nh = ln 77 + ln L(0) , and —nh" = lng + lnrr + In L(0) , assuming g
is a positive function.

Laplace’s approximation for the integrals in the numerator and denomi-
nator of (23) gives (see for example, Tierney and Kadane, 1986), the approx-
imation,

a
E {g(0) | data} = (0) exp {—n [h'(§') _ h(§)]} (24)

where 5‘ maximizes —h' , a' = {h‘”(§')}-1/2, 5 maximizes —h and a =
II

A ‘1/2
{h (a)} .

The accuracy of Laplace’s method usually depends on a good parametri-
zation dependent upon both the data and the choice of prior to get accurate
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approximate posterior moments or marginal posterior densities (see for ex-
ample, Achcar and Smith, 1990).

As a special illustration, consider a random variable Y with a, binomial
distribution b(n,0). The likelihood function for 0 is given by

L(0) or ova — art-P (25)

wherey = 0,1,...,n.
The Jeffreys prior for 9 is given by

”(0) 0( 04/20 — or”? (26)

where 0 < 0 < 1 (see Box and Tiao, 1973).

Considering the reparametrizavtion 051 = sin“1 fl (that is, 0 = sin2¢1),
we have a Jeffreys locally uniform prior for 051, 0 < (b, < 90°. In table 5, we
have Laplace’s approximations for E(0 l data) considering the original pa—

rametrization, the parametrization 451 = sin“1 0 and also the usual logistic

parametrization ($2 = ln 9 /(1 __ Oi) We observe small percentage errors
for Laplace’s approximations of E(0 I data) in the parametrizations (in and
052 if compared with the available exact value of E(0 | data).

EXACT 0 ¢1=sin'\’/5 ¢2=1n(0](1_0))
0.2500 0.2638(5.22%) 0.2446(2.22%) 0.2549(1.95%)
0.5833 0.5629(3.61%) 0.5797(0.62%) 0.5852(0.33%)
0.9166 0.8793(4.24%) 0.9129(0.41%) 0.9169(0.03%)

O‘WHQ

Table 5: Posterior Means E(0 | data) Approximated by Laplace’s Method
(n = 5) (error in parenteses)

In table 6, we have the values of the standardized third derivatives of the
logarithm of the posterior densities (with n = 5 and y = 3) considering the
parametrizations 0, 901 = sin “1 0 and (fig = in $5]
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We observe better normality, of the posterior density in the parametriza-
tion ¢1 = sin ‘W, with a locally uniform Jeffreys prior density.

0 ¢1=sin'\1/l§ ¢2=ln 0/(1_0)
STD (6) 1.1002 0.0913 0.1380

- —1/2 _ -1/2 ‘ aah/2Jeffreys Pr1or 0 (1 0) Locally Uniform
(1 + e”)

Density 05051 05031590" -—oo<¢2<oo

Table 6: Standardized Third Derivatives of the Logarithm of Posterior
Densities (n—— 5,y= 3)

4.4 Reparametrization for a Bivariate Exponential Dis-
tribution Applied in Accelerated Life Testing

Let us assume that we have two failure times associated to each obser-
vational unit in an accelerated life test problem. That is, consider a two-
component life times X and Y , J stress levels V1, . . . ,V1 and life tests are
conducted at constant application of the selected stresses. Using this infor-
mation, we get inferences about the component life times under normal stress
condition given by V0.

At a normal stress level V0, assume that (X, Y) has a bivariate exponential
distribution (BVED) of Block and Basu (1974) with parameters A10, A20 and
A30. Also assume that undel a stress level VJ,j = l,...,J, (X,Y) has the
BVED with parameters A11, A2, and A3], j—— 1,2,” .J and joint probability
density function given by

A A /\ AWGXM— Alix—(Afi'tdwlyl
J 1

if m < yf(x,y) = A ,\ ,\ A (27)$4sz1],
+ 3) thl (A11 + Asjlff — Azjy}

lj 2j
- if z _>_ y

18



where /\J' = A1J+A2J+A3fij =0,l,...,.].
Also, consider the power rule model (see for example, Mann, Schafer and

Singpurwalla, 1974), given by

Al'J' = C,“ VP (28)

where z' = 1,2, 3; j = 0,1,...,J; c,,c2,c3 and P are constants. The model
(28) was also considered by Basu and Ebrahimi (1987).

Assuming that the data obtained for the J stress levels V1, V2, . . . , VJ are
independent, the likelihood function for cl, ca, C3 and P is given by

r r n—r n-r n
L(¢1,02,63,Pl = EifzafzzgfiLfiza x

(29)

x {nffl Wflexp }— [015x(P) + czsyw) + camp)”

where r _—z:j_, rJ- , n = zJL, nJ , SP,()= at, nJ-xJVP ,5(P) =
227: J nJ-YJJV”2 ,T(P)= JJR V-P ,r_, = 2:216J-J- , 6,~J-——1 if A'JJ- < Y,J-,

6,-J = 0 if X,~J _>_ Y,~J~ ,
RJ—E—

— 211W J-6,J+(11—5 J)A',-J-] , 612 = c1+c2 ,

em = 01+ C3 , cm = C2 +C3 , 6123’—— c1+ c; + C3 and nJ- is the number of units
at the beginning of each test with stress level VJ.

For inferences on 2b = (c,,c2, C3, P), or even functions of the parameters,
we usually use the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimates
given by

A A
(4L)=(c‘nc‘z’c‘aaP)*N{szJ’l (30)

where 10 is the observed information matrix.

The approximation (30) may not be very good for small or moderate sam-
ple sizes. Therefore, we should try different reparametrizations to improve
the global joint normality _of the likelihood function.

As a numerical illustration, consider a generated data. set (see table 7)
considering three stress levels V1 == 1, V2 = 2 and V3 = 3. At each stress level,

19



15 bivariate observations (X, Y) were generated from a. BVED with density
(27), and the power rule model (28). From table 7, we get 711 = 712 = n;, = 15,

n=45,r1=4,r2=3,r3=2andr=9.

v1=1 VF? v3=3

(11,141 03) (ll-ill
(765,218) (229,002) (034,020)
(16.67,9.26) (010,038) (150,130)
(39.30,6.72) (088,027) (063,069)
(130,322) (045,004) (068,012)
(904,223) (1.66,1.60) (3.22009)
(5w04n (QMJfifl (Lm09n
(520,591) (250,037) (052,058)
(500,084) (3.50003) (030,001)
(566,042) (845,071) (130,002)
(11.80,0.15) (460,083) (052,010)
(N08m3n Q60um)(2%03m
(1792076) (1.46,1.04) (095,091)
(1.62273) (103,041) (043,002)
(l.42,1.85) (436,134) (025,008)
(300,150) (076,077) (139,008)

Table 7: Generated Bivariate Life Time Data.

Using Newton-Raphson method, we find the maximum likelihood estima-
tors 61 = 0.0571, 61» = 0.2643, 63 = 0.0602, and P = 2.03. Approximate 95%
confidence intervals for C1, C2, C3, and P based on the observed information
matrix are given by (0.0081,0.1060), (0.1322,0.3964), (-0.0061,0.1265) and
(1579124809), respectively.

Under the normal stress condition, we assume that V0 = 0.5. Therefore,
the maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters of theAbivariate ex?
ponential distribution under normal condition are given by A10 = 0.0139,
in = 0.0647, 130 = 0.0147.

The mean life times of the two components under the stress level j are

20



given by

P1} = Eif") = (6123612 “1“ 6263) V."P
6123612613 J

”21: Ely) ___
(612301244163) V-‘P

0123012023 1

(31)

Thus, the maximum likelihood estimators for the mean life times under
the normal condition are given by [110 = 39.3340 and [120 = 12.9384.

In the parametrization 01 = ln c,, 02A: ln C2, 03 =A in C3 and P z\we
have the maximum likelihood estimators 0, = —2.8629, 02 = -1.3307, 03 =
—2.8101, and IP = 2.03. Considering the asymptotical normality of the
maximum likelihood estimators 01, 02, 03 and P , we obtain approximate
95% confidence intervals for 01, 02, 03 and 1? given by (-3.7218,-2.0040),
(-1.8308,-0.8305), (-3.9143,-1.7058) and (1.5790,2.4809), respectively. From
these intervals, we get approximate 95% confidence intervals for c1, c2 and C3

given by (0024201348), (0.1603,0.4358) and (0.0199, 0.1816), respectively.
We observe different confidence intervals for cl, c; and C3 considering the two
parametrizations 11): (c1,c2,c3,P) and g = (01,02, 03, P).

In table 8, we have the values of the third derivatives of the logarithm
of the likelihood function locally in the maximum likelihood estimators con-
sidering the parametrizations $7 = (C],C2, C3, P), Q = (ln c],ln c2,ln C3, P) and
also 6 = (In c1,ln c2,c3,P). We observe large values in the parametrization
c1,c27c3 and P. We also have in table 8, the values of the third derivatives
summaries (see (8)) proposed by Kass and Slate (1992).

We observe that. parametrization f = (In C; , ln cz, C3, P) gives better global
. . . —2 .assessment of the normal approxmiatlon, smce the value of mQB is smaller

than in parametrizations 1,0 and g.
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dijk em fijk
wk) 2 e s 2 z 5 z z s
111 140206 25.23 25.2 0.3685 0.3567 0.3567 0.3685 0.3567 0.3567
112 1091 0.97 1.0 0.0095 0.0098 0.0098 0.0095 ' 0.0098 0.0098
113 46230 0.98 16.3 0.1604 0.0173 0.0173 0.1604 0.0173 0.0173
114 0 15.07 15.1 0.0000 0.1233 0.1234 0.0000 0.1233 0.1234
222 3335 37.80 37.8 0.3229 0.1982 0.1982 0.3229 0.1982 0.1982
221 1091 2.44 2.4 0.0317 0.0178 0.0178 0.0317 0.0178 0.0178
223 2146 2.75 45.7 0.0824 0.0251 0.0251 0.0824 0.0251 0.0251
224 0 22.49 22.5 0.0000 0.0950 0.0950 0.0000 0.0950 0.0950
333 46757 22.33 467571 0.2830 0.6202 0.2830 0.2830 0.6202 0.2830
331 46230 0.49 2639.8 0.2119 0.0108 0.2120 0.2119 0.0108 0.2120
332 2146 2.25 567.3 0.0327 0.0358 0.0327 0.0327 0.0358 0.0327
334 0 16.18 0.0 0.0000 0.2078 0.0000 0.0000 0.2078 0.0000
444 50 50.44 50.4 0.1385 0.1385 0.1385 0.1385 0.1385 0.1385
441 249 14.24 14.2 0.0675 0.0675 0.0675 0.0675 0.0675 0.0675
442 81 21.51 21.5 0.0733 0.0732 0.0732 0.0733 0.0732 0.0732
443 253 15.24 253.1 0.0904 0.0905 0.0904 0.0904 0.0905 0.0904
123 1620 1.47 24.4 0.2331 0.2329 0.2329 0.0187 0.0187 0.0186
124 0 0.00 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
134 0 0.00 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
234 0 0.00 0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

¢=(c1,02,C3,1P) g=(lncl,lnc2,lnca,lP) £=(lnc1,lnc2,c3,lP)
m2?" 7.0391 6.1391 5.4955

Table 8: Third Derivatives of the Log-Likelihood Function
(eh-k = dfjk/(bfjbkk) ; for = dijk/(bffbjjbkk0

4.5 Reparametrization in Non-Linear Models

Assume a non-linear regression model with one parameter 0,

y. = Vila) + 6.- (32)

where 1". = 1,2, . . . ,n,e,~ are identically independent distributed random vari—

ables with normal density N (0,02). Also, assume 02 known.

The logarithm of the likelihood function for 0, based on a random sample
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of size n, is given by

27:2 2“ ”a”2 .

<33>

The Fisher information for 0 is given by

J). n

4—335} =;,1; E n’?(0) (34)
i=1

where 7):- is the first derivative of 77509).

Therefore, the Jeflreys noninformative prior density for 0 is given by

«(oi oc {n'T(0>n'(o)}"’ (35)
A. N

where E’Tw) = (17;(0), . . . ,3’ (0)) is the transpose of the column vector g’w)
of first derivatives.

A good parametrization can be obtained when we can find an one-to-one
transformation g(0) which implies in a. locally uniform Jefli‘eys prior (see
section 1). From (1), we get

19
d-G (36)n(0) or constant

or g’(0) oc {Q'T(0)g(0)}1/2 , which is also the parametrization suggested by
Hougaard (1982) or by Bates and Watts (1980).

As a numerical illustration, consider the non—linear regression model (32)
with 0,-(0) = exp(—0t,~), i = 1,2, . . . ,n.

From (36), we find g(0) by solving the differential equation

1/2

g(0) =c / (21? 620") do (37)
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where c is a constant.

Considering 2214 if 649" E“ jot" t2 e‘m and a design such that in T 00,
we have,

g(0) '—_‘-’c / (493)-‘/2do=c0-1/2 (38)

The parametrization g(0) = c0'1/2 also was considering by Hougaard
(1982) and by Bates and Watts (1980). Bates and Watts (1980) show that
the parametrization that removes the effect of curvature is the solution of
the differential equation,

guw) n it; 6-201.-

g’(9)
— Kiri t; (We (39)

This differential equation can be simplified for the form (37).

Similar results also could be obtained for multiparameter cases.

5 Some Conclusions

Reparametrization of a statiscal model is a very important problem to all
statisticians. We showed in some applications of section 4,1how the accuracy
of asymptotical results could be improved by working with an appropriate
reparametrization. The use of the results of section 2, could be a suitable way
to search for an appropriate reparametrization, especially for small dimen-
sional problems. For high dimensional problem, we could use the diagnostics
proposed by Kass and Slate (1992) for each proposed parametrization.
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